Peer-to-peer (P2P)-Grid systems are being investigated as a platform for converging the Grid and P2P network in the construction of large-scale distributed applications. The highly dynamic nature of P2P-Grid systems greatly affects the execution of the distributed program. Uncertainty caused by arbitrary node failure and departure significantly affects the availability of computing resources and system performance. Checkpoint-and-restart is the most common scheme for fault tolerance because it periodically saves the execution progress onto stable storage. In this paper, we suggest a checkpoint-and-restart mechanism as a fault-tolerant method for applications on P2P-Grid systems. Failure detection mechanism is a necessary prerequisite to fault tolerance and fault recovery in general. Given the highly dynamic nature of nodes within P2P-Grid systems, any failure should be detected to ensure effective task execution. Therefore, failure detection mechanism as an integral part of P2P-Grid systems was studied. We discussed how the design of various failure detection algorithms affects their performance in average failure detection time of nodes. Numerical analysis results and implementation evaluation are also provided to show different average failure detection times in real systems for various failure detection algorithms. The comparison shows the shortest average failure detection time by 8.8s on basis of the WP failure detector. Our lowest mean time to recovery (MTTR) is also proven to have a distinct advantage with a time consumption reduction of about 5.5s over its counterparts.
Introduction
In the past few years, peer-to-peer (P2P)-Grid systems that combine P2P systems and computational grids rapidly evolved and emerged as a popular distributed computing model for deploying complicated applications and services on the Internet [3] , [14] , [17] , [18] . P2P technology provides high efficiency on different application scenarios, such as message delivery, file sharing, and video stream transferring. Stable and powerful grids are necessary in providing file storage, searching, and information service for improved results. In addition, several coexisting individual and group applications allow P2P and Grid technology to cope with each other. The combination can promote large-scale resource and computation sharing in ad-hoc, dynamic, and self-organizing distributed environments. However, working nodes with heterogeneous properties can freely join and leave during the middle of their computation in a P2P-Grid computing system. Nodes' dynamic participation at any time according to the user decision can change the network topology, thereby causing application execution failures [15] . The computation results of leaving nodes are no longer accessible, and their computation processes are cut off when the nodes leave their systems. This highly dynamic nature significantly affects the robustness of P2P-Grid systems. It holds the potential to increase the distributed application execution time so that system performance is retarded. Failure probability of nodes increases with increase in node members; thus, fault tolerance is an essential characteristic of massively distributed systems. Ensuring distributed application tolerance in the presence of nodes that frequently join and leave (churn) in a large-scale P2P-Grid system is a crucial problem [23] . Redundancy and failure detection mechanisms should be provided to enable the system to recover from error states as soon as possible. Failure detection design in P2P-Grid systems involves several issues, including consideration and complexity of system dynamic, as well as reasonable storage and time requirements. An interesting issue is rapid response to any node failure or departure. Ideally, node departure or node crash should be immediately detected. Therefore, perfect failure detection means detecting a node failure as soon as it occurs during task execution. This paper first presents an efficient adaptive fault tolerance mechanism by checkpointing, which can restart tasks as soon as possible in the presence of failure. We investigated how various failure detection approaches affect performance with respect to the node's failure detection time.
Our main contribution in this paper is the design, implementation, and experimental evaluation of our checkpoint-and-restart mechanism and different failure algorithms in constructing a relatively reliable task execution environment. The novelty of our solution lies in its essential metric in measuring the performance of P2P-Grid failure detection and recovery, as well as considering how the settings of different failure detection algorithms may affect the performance of a P2P-Grid network. Another unique feature of our work is the empirical comparison of mean time to recovery of our algorithms with existing solutions, in addition to analysis of the advantage of our algorithms.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes related work and Sect. 3 describes checkpointing system model and peer selection criteria. Section 4 discusses the performance and analysis of different failure detection algorithms, and Sect. 5 explains analytical evaluation and implementation studies. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes this paper.
Background and Related Work
The design and implementation of failure detection in a distributed system is widely recognized as a complex endeavor. A failure detector is a necessary component in building a reliable P2P-Grid system. In such a system with unreliable networks, accurate understanding of churn requires precise information about the arrival and departure of peers, which is a challenging task in practice [21] , [22] .
Most studies investigated failure detection under topology optimization in distributed systems. Unreliable failure detector in asynchronous systems was first raised by Chandra and Toueg [5] , who believed that each process has the right to access a local failure detector and that each failure detector module watches a subset of the processes and maintains a suspected crashed list. Another study [6] examined cost in realistic dynamic conditions and presented techniques to adjust control traffic based on the observed failure rate. The proposed techniques can detect and recover from massive failures.
One recent trend focuses on addressing the compromise between how fast actual failures are detected and how well incorrect detection can be avoided. An adaptive failure detector should be designed to improve the quality of failure detection service to fit the application needs and network environmental changes. Bertier [7] proposed the implementation of failure detectors based on failure detection as a novel shared service between several applications. Failure detection based on the sharing of other nodes' failure status can facilitate detection time at the cost of increased overhead control. Gossip-style failure detection service, in which nodes listen to gossip to learn about the health of other nodes, is presented in [9] . [10] suggested a lazy failure detection mechanism based on failure detection messages that combine heartbeat messages with application messages; however, this approach needs statistical methods to dynamically predict arrival time of detection messages or use dynamic methods to obtain large sample data or probability distribution. Hayashibara proposed a failure detector that assumes that heartbeat arrival time meets the normal distribution [11] . A suitable data backup strategy and data update mechanism is suggested within P2P-based VoIP application in [28] to ensure reliable data storage and rapid effective recovery. It used parallel recovery mechanism to achieve fast and reliable data recovery. In addition, it accelerates recovery speed by simultaneous multiple backup node data transmission to primary storage node. Finally, Gupta proposed one-and two-hop lookup schemes using a hierarchy to disseminate membership changes [12] , [13] . The promptness in detecting node failure is limited by the interval at which messages are exchanged. We believe that rapid failure detection algorithms are preferred in a P2P-Grid system. We aim to compare various average detection time in the proposed checkpointing and recovery mechanism. Figure 1 depicts the checkpointing system model that we consider in this paper. Checkpointing interval is set for high probability that at least one out of four peers survives during this interval if we assume a similar lifetime distribution as [1] ; in this case, the checkpointing interval is set to 2 min. Three checkpointing peers (CPPs) are selected as backup systems for each working node. If the peer lifetime distribution is different from that in our assumption, the checkpointing interval can always be determined so that at least one out of four nodes survives after the interval. Figure 1 represents a simple architecture of checkpointing system model, where four major components are involved in a P2P-Grid system, namely:
System Model
· Dispatcher (D): a peer that accepts a job and transmits the tasks-program fragments corresponding to partition of the job-to working peers (WPs); any peer can be a dispatcher · Working Peer (WP): a peer responsible for executing a task · Working Candidate Peer (WCP): a peer responsible for checkpointing and which becomes the replacement WP upon a WP's crash or departure; in the case of WP crash or departure, its designated WCP takes over the WP's role, including retrieval of current task from the point of checkpointing record in WCP · Checkpointing Peer (CPP): a peer responsible only for keeping checkpoint data of WPs at regular intervals
We assume that sharing CPPs can be used to store checkpoints from different WPs [2] . Selection criteria are presented for WP, WCP, and CPPs. Since multiple tasks is required to determine nodes and scheduling task graph, usually by Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), which has been considered as an NP-complete problem [29] . One task per WP is assumed to reduce complexity in our model. 
WP Selection
A dispatcher tries to collect neighbor peers and selects WPs to whom the tasks will be distributed. Two factors, namely, processing speed and peer lifetime, should be considered in WP selection to finish jobs in a short time. Peer lifetime refers to the expected duration for a peer to stay in the P2P system. It is important because a peer with a long lifetime tends to stay in the system longer than one with a short lifetime. Thus, our WP selection criteria is defined by
S wp is computed for each neighbor of the dispatcher. It refers to the estimated potential computing power for one node. The node with a large S wp is selected as a WP until we obtain the given number of WPs. Each selected WP will receive a task from the dispatcher.
WCP Selection
Each WP selects its WCP from its neighbor peers. The main role of WCP is to save checkpoint data with a certain interval and take over the corresponding WP when it leaves the system. Two perspectives (i.e., task execution capability and checkpoint data transmission capability) should be considered for WCP allocation. If the probability of departure is high, a WCP should exhibit high performance to complete tasks after taking over its WP. However, fast checkpointing data transfer is preferable if the departure probability is not very high. The key factors to reduce transmission time as much as possible are the number of hops and network bandwidth between a WP and its WCP. On the basis of the above observations, the selection policy for a WCP is defined by
A peer with small S wcp is selected as a WCP. C is the average size of tasks, proSpeed is the processor speed of the peer, N is the hop distance between the WP and a candidate peer in terms of the number of network layer hops, t m is the average network delay in one hop, DataSize is the average size of checkpoint data, and B is the network bandwidth between the peer and WP. N (number of hops) in formula (2) multiplied by t 0 (average time of one hop) can be used to measure the propagation delay from the WP to the peer. DataSize (standard size of checkpoints) divided by B is an approximation of data transmission time. In formula (2), w 0 and w 1 are weight coefficients. Instantaneous departure rate h(t) is proposed to be used as the weight w 0 (w 0 + w 1 = 1), and h(t) is defined as follows:
R(t) is a reliability function that is defined as the probability that the time of failure is later than some specified time t where t is the node's lifetime after it joins the network.
In formula (4), T is a random variable that denotes the time of departure. The cumulative distribution function F(t) that describes the probability of departure prior to time t can be defined as follows:
The probability density function f (t) of peer departure is
The instantaneous departure rate can be defined as follows:
Many probability distributions can be used to model the departure distribution. We suppose that F(t) is modeled as the Weibull distribution [30] . With this assumption, peer departure rate is defined with respect to the lifetime t of the peer as follows:
where k is the shape parameter, and λ is the scale parameter of the Weibull distribution.
CPP Selection
A WCP collects information of its neighbor peers and selects two CPPs for its WP. The purpose of a CPP is to keep the checkpointing records from the WP. When both a WP and corresponding WCP leave the system, the task can be restarted from the latest checkpoint stored at one of the CPPs rather than from the beginning. In saving the checkpointing records only, high bandwidth and short hops between CPPs and their corresponding WP are the main concern and the processing speed of the CPPs is insignificant. A CPP service time S cpp for its WP is defined by the following formula:
where DSpeed is the disk transfer speed of the CPP candidate, and B is the network bandwidth between the WP and CPP candidate. DataSize divided by DSpeed can measure the checkpoint data saving time at the CPP. 
Node Failure Detection
Node failure recovery relies on accurate and immediate failure detection. This study presents a relatively simple method that allows a node to monitor another neighbor and consequently detect its failure. This method relies as much as possible on probe messages for this type of monitoring. A node should probe a neighbor as often as possible to adapt to different network conditions without packet loss consideration. Accurate failure detection in distributed systems is notoriously difficult. The key is minimizing the detection time of a node's failure and reducing unavailability interval for fast recovery [20] . Failure detection can be roughly classified into two major types, namely gossip approach and probe approach. In the gossip approach, a node sends an active liveness message to its neighbors, and in the probe approach, a node probes its neighbors with a liveness request and waits for acknowledging message from neighbors, such as "Yes I'm alive." We used the probe approach because it is more general than the gossip approach. When a WP cannot communicate with a neighbor, two possibilities are considered: (a) the neighbor is down or (b) a network failure may exist between the WP and its neighbor. In our research, we mainly focused on node failure or departure and ignored network or link failures. Sharing a neighbor's failure information decreases the failure detection time, so a node has to probe on its own or share failure information from other nodes. Sharing neighbor's failure information is better for lower loss of probes [25] .
Given the system model in Sect. 3, we present the performance metrics of failure detection and three failure detection algorithms. We primarily focus on quantitative performance comparison. An important metric is the prompt detection of node failure or departure. Weibull distribution models the node lifetime in a P2P-Grid system [26] . In this distribution, departure probability of nodes in a P2P-Grid system usually depends on the time in the life cycle of the node. In our method, we adopted instantaneous survival probability to denote immediate peer availability. Instantaneous departure probability is the probability with which a P2P-Grid system or node fails, and it is expressed in small intervals of time. The average failure detection time (AFDT) is presented to evaluate failure detection performance. AFDT is the mean detection time for one node during an entire period under various failure scenarios based on our checkpointing system. A long AFDT might indicate probe message routing along longer paths, thereby increasing overhead in a P2P-Grid system.
A major problem that P2P-Grid applications face is the inappropriate of node failures handling. Different failure detection algorithms are discussed in this paper based on the proposed roles in our model. We formulated performance metrics and investigated how different parameters, such as the value of failure probability and average detection time, affect the application performance of P2P-Grid networks. Table 1 provides the definition of notations used in this paper.
WP Failure Detection Algorithm
WP failure detection algorithm actually uses WP as failure detector. After a checkpointing interval, WPs send probing packets to their WCPs and two CPPs according to the algorithm displayed in Fig. 2 .
Both WPs and WCPs are aware of the failure status of other nodes. WPs will try to share the status of CPPs' health to their WCPs in case the WCPs survive. Let X 1 be the time a neighbor fails, X 2 be the time a node sends a probe to that neighbor after it has failed, and U be X 2 − X 1 . U can be modeled as a uniform distribution on [0. μ] with an expectation of μ/2 [9] , where μ indicates a random variable of maximum node failure detection time. Failure detection and Table 2 Detection time and probabilities (WP failure detector) Fig. 3 WCP failure detection algorithm recovery can be improved at the price of probing overhead and frequency. Peer availability is denoted by instantaneous survival probability, which indicates the survival ratio in decreasing time intervals with which a node exists. Instantaneous departure probability expresses the failure ratio in decreasing time intervals with which a node fails. The sum of instantaneous survival probability and instantaneous departure probability is 1. Detection time and probability of instantaneous survival or departure of each case in the algorithm in Fig. 2 is listed in Table 2 . P wp , P wcp , P cpp , are instantaneous failure probabilities of WP, WCP, and CPP respectively in Table 1 Based on the above results, we can model the relationship between AFDT and peer survival or departure probability using the following formula: after every checkpointing interval. WCPs will share the information on the detected failures based on its knowledge of probing and send the information to the WP in case the WP survives. Failure detection time and survival or departure probabilities of each failure case are summarized in Table 3 . Similarly, the AFDT can be expressed in the following equation when failure is detected by WCPs:
CPP Failure Detection Algorithm
This algorithm involves adopting two trivial CPPs that detect failure to sufficiently adapt to the paradoxical situation when two of them survive. However, CPPs must also have the ability to avoid failure. Details of the failure detection algorithm are shown in Fig. 4 . As previously stated, CPPs detect failure by periodically sending and receiving probing packets. CPPs are selected by their WCPs. Each CPP sends probing packets to the corresponding WP, WCP, and another CPP after the checkpointing interval. In the algorithm, the failure scenario is divided into six cases from which failure detection time and probability of node survival or departure are obtained, as shown in Table 4 . AFDT can be derived as follows:
Analytical Evaluation and Implementation

Analytical Evaluation by Simulation
In this section, we rigorously perform an analytical evaluation of the average detection time from three algorithms by using simulation. Our experimental simulator is implemented based on PEERSIM [24] . To derive the AFDTs using Eqs. (10), (11), and (12), we derive instantaneous failure probabilities P wp , P wcp , and P cpp . Peers' activities are simulated to find instantaneous failure probabilities. Peer joint events are modeled as Poisson arrival process. Peer average arrival rate is characterized by variable lambda of Poisson distribution (average arrival rate δ = 64 [25] ). Network size N, which expresses the initial numbers of nodes, is set at 200. Topology is built Table 5 Comparison of AFDTs where random connections are created among nodes. The lifetime of peers is also modeled as Weibull distribution with shape parameter k = 0.53 and scale parameter λ = 249105, as shown in [26] . In our simulation, each job is a set of tasks with precedence relation among the tasks. The precedence relation is expressed as a directed acyclic graph. Various jobs are generated with different precedence relations among tasks and the same 10 tasks in a job.
In the simulation, we assume that instantaneous failure probabilities of WP, WCP, and CPP can be approximated by their average failure probabilities because instantaneous failure probabilities are difficult to gain. Average failure probabilities can be derived by successively observing the failure situation of each role in our simulation. WP, WCP, and CPP selection is processed by the criteria proposed in Sect. 3. The average lifetime of WP, WCP, and two CPPs is derived from the arrival and departure of 500 peers (two CPPs are treated as having similar average lifetime because they are different instances of one role). The average failure probability can be calculated according to peer role selection and its corresponding instantaneous failure probabilities. The AFDT of each algorithm can be calculated according to the equations in Sect. 4. Based on the findings above, we compare AFDTs for WP, WCP, and CPPs (average failure probabilities of WP = 21%, WCP = 35%, and CPP = 65%).
As seen in Table 5 , WP failure detection algorithm reaches the shortest AFDT in the simulation. For the practical evaluation of the various failure detection schemes described in Sect. 4, we implement our algorithms on an experimental P2P-Grid system to obtain the AFDT, and compare it with the simulation results.
Implementation Environment
To capture real failure condition and subject it to analysis, we performed extensive experiments with P2P-Grid systems in a virtual environment, such that we can judge whether our algorithms suit our goals. This section presents the results of the implementation of our checkpointing system and failure detection algorithms on a real system based on Xen virtual environment. In this environment, applications are checkpointed by a hypervisor so that they can be restartable on the same guest OS. Our host machines are Dell OptiPlex 990 desktops with Intel 2nd Generation Core i7 Processors and Intel vPro Technology, 4GB RAM, and 1TB SATA local disk. The host machines run Ubuntu 12.01 distribution, and the hypervisor is Xen 3.2 with Linux 2.6.18.8-Xen kernel. The guest OSs of nodes include Windows XP SP2 and Windows 7. The VMs are configured to use a configuration of 2 VCPU and 1024 MB RAM. The network size of P2P-Grid network is set to 12, which means Table 6 Detection time in WP failure detection Table 7 Detection time in WCP failure detection Table 8 Detection time in CPP failure detection that 12 nodes are generated first. The lifetime of nodes is also modeled as a Weibull distribution [26] . Our selection of WPs, WCPs, and CPPs is according to our selection criteria in Sect. 3 for constructing the checkpointing system.
AFDT Evaluation by Implementation
This section compares three failure detection algorithms on a real working checkpointing system described in 5.2. For all the experiments, we selected one role as a failure detector. The faulty nodes in the remaining nodes stopped the connection to the system with a Weibull probability after the program started. Each of the failure case was carried out 500 times to obtain the AFDT. After the system starts, the failure detector periodically monitors the remaining nodes to detect failures and sends a probe message to the remaining nodes according to our detection algorithm. Different detection times are shown in Tables 6, 7 , and 8. These detection times are based on various failure cases with a confidence interval (CI) of 90%.
Failure detection time when the WP is the detector is described in Table 9 is precisely calculated according to Eqs. (10), (11) , and (12).
The results from Table 9 show that the WP failure detection algorithm resulted in the shortest AFDT on average. To keep our four-peer model, new WPs on which play roles in task execution should be reselected. All survival nodes' knowledge needs to be shared when original WPs crash in the other two algorithms. WPs only need to reselect WCPs or CPPs and share less knowledge when WPs act as failure detectors. Considering that WP executes the tasks and is also responsible for failure detection, a high performance is needed for WPs.
Recovery Comparison with Other Method
This section compares the mean time to recovery (MTTR) between our checkpointing system and failure detection methods and other method proposed in [28] . Considering that a number of dependencies exist in the experimental conditions, our implementation and conditions are brought into line with that work for fair comparison.
MTTR is the average time required by a system to recover from any failures, including the time spent on failure detection, checkpointing data transmission to corresponding peers, and restarting the task from checkpointing data. Finally, we measure the MTTR listed in Table 10 for three failure detection algorithms (WP, WCP and CPP) in our implementation described in 5.2. One application mg.k is assumed as a benchmark described in [27] among the three algorithms' scenarios. mg.k is a memory-hungry application, and it consumes great amounts of memory on CentOS 6.0. We observe time to reread the checkpointing data from disk after a crash and obtain an average of 4.8 seconds. Table 10 below show that MTTR wp is the lowest MTTR for a realistic application in this scenario when WP acts as failure detector possibly because the checkpointing data needed to be occasionally loaded into new WP in other two algorithms. Based on VoIP business P2P network, [28] suggests the rapid recovery for VoIP users' data with parallel recovery mechanism to ensure high availability. In their work, multiple backup nodes store the data chunks for primary node for rapid recovery. The lowest recovery time (37.3s) in [28] can be derived from maximum parallel recovery factor, a little bit longer (5.5s) than our worst failure case that only one CPP survives (recovery time is 31.83s). One possible explanation is that their updated data transmission by coordinating node overspends time to backup and ensure data consistency. Although simply keeping heart beat message with index nodes can hasten failure detection, data chunks should be rebuilt completely at primary node; rebuilding is a time-consuming operation.
Conclusion
P2P-Grid systems exhibit characteristics of dynamism and heterogeneity. Deploying fault tolerance and failure detection in such systems is a challenge. In this study, we investigated the inherently unreliable nature (node failure and departure) of a heterogeneous and dynamic P2P-Grid system. A checkpointing-and-restart model in a P2P-Grid environment is proposed to achieve fast task restarting. We studied the effect of different failure detection algorithms on the average detection time of failure detection service provided by different nodes. We also compared the detection capability of different algorithms. Failure detection algorithms showed that sharing other nodes' failure status facilitated failure detection at the price of increased control. We performed these algorithms by implementing a failure detector based on a real P2P-Grid system in the Xen virtual environment. In presence of node failures, we conclude that WP failure detection algorithm could achieve the lowest average detection time. Comparison results also show that our method has an advantage over other competitors. Our checkpointing-andrestart model and failure detection algorithms allow high reliability and performance with high node departure. We believe that our findings will provide important insights into the selection of failure detection algorithms.
